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JOHN EDWARDS

The 'Eiger of Africa'
First ascent of the east face of Mawenzi

A t an RAF airfield in England in the summer of 1961, I was summoned
unexpectedly to the Station Commander's office. 'Congratulations

John, you are posted to Kenya.' Whilst the CO emphasised my good fortune
and briefed me on the posting, my mind was racing thousands of miles
away. The mountains of East Africa! A chance to follow in the footsteps of
my great hero, Eric Shipton. A dream come true.

Three weeks after I arrived at RAF Eastleigh (near Nairobi), Paddy
O'Connor and I were sitting on Batian, the 5199m summit of Mount Kenya,
having climbed the Shipton and Wyn Harris 1929 grade IV route. Gazing
south, we were amazed to see the shimmering dome of Kilimanjaro some
200 miles away. Kibo would have to wait, however, as our next ambition
was to attempt Shipton and Tilmans' West Ridge route (V) and their classic
traverse of Batian and Ne1ion. Our next leave enabled us to do this
magnificent climb. From a bivouac on the Josef glacier, in fine weather and
with wonderful views, we reached Batian in eight hours having removed a
piton from Shipton's Red Pinnacle en-route. Traversing over Ne1ion we
descended the south-east face in the gathering twilight and in high spirits
reached the Lewis glacier as night fell.

In 1943 Shipton wrote: 'I still regard the traverse of the twin peaks of
Mount Kenya as one of the most enjoyable climbs I have ever had - a
perfect and wholly satisfying episode, shared with an ideal companion.'
This was a sentiment Paddy and I heartily endorsed. Having resolved to
follow all of Shipton's first ascents on Mount Kenya, we later climbed Point
John (IV), Midget Peak (V), Point Pigott (Ill) and Point Peter (Ill), and of
course had to scramble up Shipton Peak.

On our fust visit to Kibo we employed three porters (at five shillings
each per day) in order to establish a semi-permanent bivouac at around
5200m between the Ratzel and Rebmann glaciers. During several trips to
this base we enjoyed nice routes on the Ratzel, Rebmann, Decken and
Kersten glaciers. Remembering that Shipton and Tilman had climbed the
lower, but more impressive looking, Mawenzi (5l49m), we crossed the
saddle separating the two peaks and climbed the west face in four hours by
what we later discovered was the OeWer Buttress route. But it was what we
saw from the top that astounded us. The precipitous east face plunged
seemingly endlessly beneath us, its sheer complexity breathtaking and
intimidating as it swept down to two huge gorges below. As we descended,
the same thought was in both our minds - what about the east face?
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On our return to Nairobi we set about finding out what we could about
the face and discovered it had become known as the 'Eiger of Africa' and
formed the highest cliffs in Africa. We found a guidebook that described
the terrain as 'very difficult and little explored' and noted that just one
unsuccessful attempt had been made to climb it, by Arthur Firmin and
John Howard in 1954.

Meanwhile, things were hotting up 'in Theatre' and I was deployed on
detachments to Kuwait, Southern Rhodesia and Swaziland. Sadly my
climbing partner Paddy was posted back to the UK. However, as often
happened in the Services, other keen climbers appeared including Harry
Archer, Pete McGowan and Tommy Thompson. Together we enjoyed two
wonderful expeditions to the Ruwenzoris where we climbed all the peaks
and made two first ascents, but perhaps the most memorable highlight was
finding the Duke of Abruzzi's ice axe, together with a note dated 1906, on
the summit ridge of Mount Stanley (5109m).

The enticement of the east face of Mawenzi was proving irresistible so in
August 1964, Harry Archer, Tommy Thompson and myself set off on a
recce. Passing the wreckage of the DC3 crash (about which much has been
written elsewhere) we set up camp near the south wall of the Great Barranco.
Two things struck us immediately. First that it would be very beneficial to
descend into the Barranco close to the foot of the east face rather than
follow the wall eastwards to find a relatively easy descent into the Barranco
floor with the consequence of having to flog back up to the foot of the face.
The second, very obvious, point was that the direct descent down 800m
plus of vertical crumbling basalt would require extreme care. We realised
that our fairly primitive climbing gear needed some improvement, so on
return to Nairobi we asked RAF Station Workshops for some help. In quick
time they shortened our long ice axes and bent the picks to a steeper angle,
made up some two-foot steel stakes, improvised some etriers from aircraft
freight restraining tape and fashioned two sling hammocks from aircraft
cargo nets. Thus armed, Tommy Thompson (a Cpl PT!) and myself headed
off to Mawenzi. To hedge our bets it was decided that I would climb in
tricounis and Tommy in Vibram-soled boots.

Helped by three porters we positioned our bivouac at the pre-arranged
spot near the south wall of the Great Barranco. The porters then descended
to Peter's Hut with instructions to meet us with food and fuel at Mawenzi
Hut in three days' time. Soon after dawn on 24 October we set up our first
abseil to descend over the lip into the seemingly bottomless floor of the
Great Bar-ranco. Using our two ropes (a 120ft Italian hemp and a 120ft
Viking nylon) and employing the classic style abseil, it was with some
trepidation that I set off down the vertical basalt. However, fortune favoured
the brave (or the crazy?) and with Tommy lowering the sacks and adapted
kit bag from our pulley block, we made steady progress. Twice I found
myself close to the end of the ropes and well out of contact with the rock
but with the help of prussik loops and some pendulums managed to



115. Harry Archer and Porter M'Shauri at the cairn built on our recce to indicate
the descent point down from south wall into the Great Barranco. East face in
the background. (John Edwards)

re-position. On several occasions, to avoid overhangs, we traversed pre
cariously across the face to find a better descent line. Natural anchors were
more readily available than we had anticipated, the dyke swarms proving
particularly helpful, and we only had to hammer in and forsake two of our
steel stakes. After about five hours we slid down our final abseil to the floor
of the Great Barranco close to the east face where we enjoyed outstanding
vIews.

After refreshments we split the load in the kit bag and started solo climbing
up the face about midway between the lip and the Middlerippe (known
these days as Downie Ridge) which separates the two Barrancos. As the
headwall steepened we roped up and started pitching. Although entering
thick cloud, we made good progress for the next two hours or so. Despite
the fragile nature of the trachybasalt rock, which we expected, our frugal
supply of pitons went in securely and happily came out again. Finding
ourselves on a small ledge with enough room to perch together, we paused
and were pleased to see the cloud lifting. We were not so pleased, however,
when it dawned on us that we were almost directly below Latham or possibly
Klute Peak and thus well to the left (S) of our avowed direct line to
Mawenzi's summit, Hans Meyer Spitze (HMS). In our enthusiasm to get
started we had made an elementary navigational blunder. Debating our
position, the options were clear: either we continued our present line which,
if successful, would mean we simply finished up on the summit ridge,
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116. Profile of the east face of Mawenzi, Tanzania. (Sketch map by John Edwards
redrawn by Gm)' Haley)

or we traversed right and descended down the north side of the Middlerippe
to a point on the floor of the Lesser Barranco which we now recognised
would position us directly below HMS. It didn't take long to decide to
pursue our original ambitions and go for the direct route - a decision made
easier by the knowledge that our tour-expiry dates were closing in and this
might be our last opportunity.

Throughout the day we had been accompanied by a number of vultures
that perched on convenient pinnacles and keenly observed our progress.
Did they know something we didn't? As evening approached, they lost
interest and swished away, while we used the remaining daylight to begin a
delicate traverse towards the point where the Middlerippe joined the east
face. It was sensationally exposed. Following the only feasible line, I found
myself in a narrow, vertical chimney with no reliable holds but there was a
crack at the back. Out came our DIY etriers for my first serious attempt at
aid climbing. Our only previous experience had been following Rusty Baillie
a few months earlier when trying a new route on Mawenzi's west face. It
was dark before I mastered the technique sufficiently well to ascend the
ISm chimney where I arrived on a narrow ledge with room for just one.

We decided to bivouac where we were, about 20m apart. However,
cooking a meal presented a problem as Tommy had the water and I had the
stove and the packets of soup. Our proposed solution was for Tommy to
attach our one-gallon water container to the rope and I would pull it up,
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117. Ma.wenzi's east face from south wall with clouds boiling up the Barrancos.
(Tommy Thompson)
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then send down his hot soup. The theory seemed alright but unfortunately
in practice it didn't work out. Halfway up the narrow chimney the container
became wedged and my desperate tugs on the rope only succeeded in
detaching it to send the water plunging into the void. Not to worry; I had a
water bottle full of orange squash so made vegetable soup anyway and sent
it down to Tommy. He said it was 'great'. The night passed comfortably
and we both slept well, secured to the rock in our improvised nets. Next
morning dawned cold and cloudy but we had a clear view of the Middlerippe
where it met the face about 60m below us and lS0m horizontally. We
decided to delay breakfast until we could find some snow to melt. The
traverse, magnificently exposed and consisting mainly of vertical gullies
and ridges, required great care on the crumbling rock but we made steady
progress, again accompanied by the vultures, until we came to the best
piece of rock we had encountered so far. It was a virtually smooth, bulging
slab about l2m high and around 25m in horizontal length. Above it were
held tons of scree while below was underhung, making us wonder how the
slab stuck there. Our only option was to traverse across the slab. Tommy
got a good belay off two pitons and I set off tentatively on the Viking rope
with pegs and prussik loops. The tricounis gripped well on the minute
footholds and I soon got the first comforting peg firmly in position. Another
six metres slightly descending with Tommy giving tension, the second peg
went in and we began to feel really confident. It only now remained for me
to get around the bulge and we would be off the slab. However I couldn't
see around the corner and there was only one vertical crack in which to
place a third peg. In it went and I stretched a leg around the corner and
found what I thought was a fairly decent foothold. With a 'watch me', I
transferred my body weight only to go flying off into space. The first peg came
zipping out but even whilst falling I remember thinking, 'It's OK, Tommy
has the strength of a gorilla and will hold me.' Happily he did and the other
two pegs held, so I found myself dangling free about lOm below the slab.

Prussiking up was tough with the sack on my back but I eventually
regained the position of our second peg and set off on the traverse again.
When I got back to the corner it was clear that the only way to proceed was
to get a peg in as high as possible and to pendulum around to the fairly
level platform beyond the slab I had glimpsed during the fall. I had a decent
angle piton so by placing a peg in the original crack and attaching an etrier
I was able to climb up and peer over the bulge. With huge relief I found a
crack in which, at full stretch, I hammered in the angle piton and attached
the rope. The rest was easy and having found a secure belay Tommy followed
me, recovering all our pegs en route. We relaxed with a pipe and a roll-up
for Tommy and joked about our antics on the slab traverse, which we decided
to call our 'Hinterstoisser'.

With clouds starting to billow up the Barranco, we continued our traverse
using both ropes and shorter leads to mitigate the ever-present threat of a
fall. We were really enjoying the challenge of the traverse and the magnificent
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118, John Edwards deciding it's time to rope up on Day 1 on the east face.
Barrancosouth wall in the background. (Tommy Thompson)



119. John Edwards climbing the basalt rock, Day 1 on Mawenzi's east face.
(Tommy Thompson)
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aspects when just short of the Middlerippe the heavens opened and a heavy
rainstorm soaked us through in minutes - our Blacks anoraks and cord
breeches proving not to be very waterproof. We now faced the task of
descending into the Lesser Barranco. This promised to be very interesting;
although not as long as that into the Greater Barranco it was still a few
hundred feet of steep insecure rock and we were no longer armed with our
steel stakes, the surviving balance of which we had abandoned to save
weight. After melting snow and fortifying ourselves with a hot drink, we
set off over the edge. The rocks were now slippery from the drenching and
being reluctant to abandon any of our precious pitons we were looking to
down-climb or find reliable natural anchors for abseiling. Exercising ultra
caution, applying both techniques, and experiencing several exciting
moments, we finally arrived in the Lesser Barranco after almost five hours
and at a cost of just one piton and two abandoned slings. We were now
effectively at the start of our climb for a direct ascent of the east face.

Ahead was a steep, narrow, high-sided couloir slicing straight up the face
- a line we judged led direct to our objective, HMS. Due to the lack of
reliable maps of this east side of the mountain we were uncertain of the
height remaining to the summit, but the geologist D N Sampson has
calculated that 'the East Face is precipitous for about I ,200metres'. Before
starting, we made soup, noting that the fuel for our small petrol stove was
almost exhausted. We roped up and after an awkward start made good
progress, avoiding several vertical, loose steps (effectively chimneys) in the
centre of the gully by climbing the left-hand wall with nothing much harder
than Very Severe. For some reason the vultures appeared disinterested in
the couloir and had abandoned us. After about ISOm the neve in the ever
steepening couloir had compacted into hard ice, so crampons on and out
came our shortened axes for their first airing. This was Tommy's first real
experience of hard ice climbing and soon we were confronted by a 30m
near-vertical pitch of hard gully ice. This was tricky with the ice chipping
away at the lightest touch of the axe and our original Stubai ice screws
proving useless. After finishing back down with Tommy on my first two
attempts I decided to try cutting 'stoup' steps for both footholds and hand
holds and by keeping close in to the left-hand wall, to use rock pitons for
belays. This worked brilliantly once I had learned to attack the ice with less
vigour and to accept steps three-inches deep as adequate. An hour later
and after a gargantuan struggle for Tommy whose heavier body weight
broke off just about every step, we were smiling at the top of the pitch. We
found ourselves in a neat little corrie, an ideal bivouac position with plenty
of icicles for melting.

The temperature was now dropping rapidly and we were shivering in our
wet clothes, so whilst Tommy busied himself with preparing the evening
meal I examined the route ahead. The next pitch looked even more difficult
than the one we had just tackled but we noticed that the hard ice had shrunk
away from the left-hand wall leaving a deep gap three or four inches wide.



120. John Edwards in 1962 holding the Duke of Abruzzi's ice axe, together with a note
dated 1906 concealed in a tin, found placed in rocks built as a summit cairn on
Mount Stanley, the highest peak in the Ruwenzoris. The items were carefully
restored to their original positions. (Harry Archer)

121. 'Out of Africa': Leaving Two Tarn Hut to climb Mount Kenya in 1964. Left to right:

Harry Archer, Pete McGowan, John Edwards, Tommy Thompson. (Peter Scott)
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We reckoned that with a bit of ingenuity we could use this to our advantage
by selecting stones of the right size, of which there were plenty in our scree
filled corrie, hammering them in tight and threading a sling behind them.
We were now short of slings so decided to cut off a length from one of the
ropes to make some. Thus armed I set off to prepare the first lead for the
next morning. The strategy worked well, enabling me to abseil down off a
rock piton in the side wall 25m up just as Tommy had supper ready. After
a good meal we wrapped ourselves in our Blacks mountain tent and settled
down for the night.

Sleep was hard to come by due to the extreme cold so we chatted most of
the night, smoked a few pipes and roll-ups and decided to make a pre
dawn start. Whilst making a hot drink the stove finally expired so we had a
cold breakfast of compo beans and biscuits, geared up and donned head
torches. The first prepared pitch went fine and we began to warm to the
task. We estimated that we were now about level with the point where the
Middlerippe strikes the east face so only another 500m or so to go. However
the difficulties increased as we progressed and we had to resort to more aid
climbing, Tommy suffering as I showered him with ice and stones he could
hardly avoid on his stances in the narrow couloir. Now climbing in daylight
we made quicker progress, overcoming a couple of awkward overhangs
and becoming increasingly confident that we could complete this
magnificent climb.

Then came what proved to be the crux; a massive cornice-type overhang
at the top of an 18m ice pitch. Initially I tried to cut through it but the ice
was too hard and thick and what did come down fell straight onto the
uncomplaining Tommy. We decided the only way up was to climb the steep
wall on the left. After a struggle I managed to get two pegs in, hook in the
etriers and I was up and over. Ahead, the twisting ice-choked couloir con
tinued at an unrelentingly steep angle but with the sun now filtering through
we made good progress and enjoyed some high-grade ice climbing. After a
further two hours or so I climbed over a steep right-handed step and there
immediately above was the wonderful steep spire of Hans Meyer Spitze.

Tommy joined me and as we gazed at the summit spire we saw that there
were two ways to reach it: one was to scramble up a final rather messy
scree gully between Nordecke peak and HMS and the other was to climb
direct up to HMS by way of a slab reaching to the very top. I asked Tommy
if he fancied it and he was so delighted to be out of the ice couloir that
within seconds he was on his way, crampons off, Vibrams gripping well,
and on top within minutes. It was a delightful way to finish the climb and
as we admired the wonderful views, celebrated with our hip flask and took
some photographs, we reflected that the mountain had been very kind to
us. Discussing our experiences in the couloir we decided it would be very
apt to name it 'Thompson's Horror'.

In anticipation of hot drinks and nourishment waiting for us at Mawenzi
Hut we sped down the west face via the Oehler Gully, only to find the hut
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122. John Edwards on the summit of Mawenzi (Day 3) - Kibo in the
background. (Tommy Thompson)

deserted and no supplies. When we finally tracked down our porters at
Peter's Hut it transpired that they believed that anyone who plunged down
into the Greater Barranco, intent on climbing the east face, was not going
to come back. Anyway they were delighted to see us and thankfully had
not reported us as missing.

Next day we all walked down together to the Marangu Hotel where we
bought the porters a celebratory drink. As we walked away from the
mountain I reflected on a great adventure and wondered whether Eric
Shipton would have approved - I would love to think so.

Summary: A belated account of the first ascent of the east face of Mawenzi,
Tanzania, in October 1964 by John Edwards and Tommy Thompson. The
route is around 1200m and graded VI, A2.

Note: The route is understood by John Edwards to be still awaiting a second
ascent. For anyone thinking of attempting it but wishing to avoid the
Edwards and Thompson 'grand tour' of the east face, it would be possible
to make a fairly straightforward descent into the Lesser Barranco, over the
NE ridge, from Mawenzi Tarn Hut and thus to the start of the direct route.
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123. Primitive gear used by Edwards and Thompson on the east face climb,
including improvised etriers, shortened ice axe with pick bent down,
pulley block, original stubai and hemp rope. (Ben Osborne)
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124. Similar to 123. but showing climbing belt, ex WD crampons, small petrol
stove and our only emergency gear - a pilot's exposure suit and a single
shell dressing. (Ben Osborne)
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